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Health is the primary Wealth of human beings and must be protected  

As a Health and Sanitization CSR Initiative of Oxigen Sahyog Foundation health 

checkup camp was organized & Implemented by Sahyog foundation at Village 

khedki Dhaula on March 10,2021. The objective of conducting the health camp 

was to create awareness of general health among the people, provide general 

health care services and counseling them on basic healthcare and hygiene. The camp was organized at 

Government School building of Khedki Dhaula village. The camp started in the morning with an inaugural 

speech by School Principal where he said that “The main objective of the camp is to make people aware 

of the health issues and is exclusively organized for poor people who hardly can afford quality treatment 

for their physical issues”. The students of the school worked as volunteers 

to manage the queue and the crowd. While registrations were being 

done, Team member from Sahyog Foundation tried to talk to people 

about importance of health & hygiene, Dengue, Typhoid, and Diarrhea 

etc. For the awareness of the people. 90 people got benefited from camp 

most of them came from a section of the society who cannot enjoy the 

privilege of expensive medical services. This camp did prove true to charity that begins at home. Most of 

the people who attended the camp were suffering cold &Cough and Stomach pain because of polluted 

water and lack of drainage facility. People were also diagnosed with various common but seriously 

neglected problems such as diarrhea, cholera, acute flu and infection in the eyes. There were also a few 

cases, where problems related to urethral discharge, the kidneys were detected; these cases were further 

referred to the referral hospital, where they will be properly taken care of. There were around 15 students 

who complained about Ocular pain & Headache, those students were advised to 

consult an eye specialist and get their Vision checkup down. All the patients were 

provided with free medicines and vitamin tonics and those 

suffering from cholera were given ORS. After checking up, 

the doctors even prescribe necessary actions and 

precautions if needed to be taken Speaking on this 

occasion the doctor advised all students to look for personal hygiene and care, 

both for themselves and their family members. They also educated the student’s 

on ways and benefits of cleanliness around their houses and localities.  
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